Fusarium head blight (FHB) is one of the most prevalent diseases of wheat and other small grain cereals that is predominantly caused by the fungal pathogen Fusarium graminearum. Extraction of total proteins were from tissues of A061-3 and A061-4 plants. Three biological replicates were carried out for each line at four time points. Samples were performed using iTRAQ (Isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification). This data is being made available to increase the understanding of FHB resistance proteomics. The data from this study are related to the research article "Isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification-based proteomic analysis of defense responses triggered by the fungal pathogen Fusarium graminearum in wheat" [1] .
Data
Here we report the proteomic analysis of excretion from two lines of wheat. In study, total spectra of three biological replicates included more than 465,392, and identified protein species in three biological replicates were 6,797, 5,653, 8,208, respectively ( Fig. 1 and supplementary Table S1 ). The distribution of the number of peptides defining each protein showed that most 77% of the proteins contained at least two peptides ( Fig. 2A and supplementary Table S2 ). Protein sequences with coverage of 0e5%, 5e10%, 10e15%, 15e20%, 20e25%, 25e30%, 30e35%, 35e40%, 40e45%, 45e100% accounted for 14.9%, 14.5%, 14.7%, 11.6%, 9.3%, 7.5%, 6.4%, 5.6%, 4.4%, 11.0%, respectively ( Fig. 2B and supplementary Table S2 ). Further, the samples were performed by multiple enzymatic digestion for the enhancement in sequence coverage. Most identified proteins shared molecular mass of 0e70 kDa, the molecular mass of 10.1%, 28.0%, 20.9%, 14.6%, 10.0%, 7.0%, 3.8% of identified gene products were 0e10, 10e20, 20e30, 30e40, 40e50, 50e60, 60e70, respectively ( Fig. 3 and supplementary Table S3 ). In additional, protein mass of 2.1% of identified proteins species was >100 kDa and there were about 3.6% of identified proteins species during 70e100 kDa ( Fig. 3A and supplementary Table S3 ). Peptides with pI values in the range of 5e6 included 23.5% of identified proteins, which was the maximum of identified proteins, and most of proteins contained ( Fig. 3B and supplementary Table S3 ). Supplementary Tables present the raw data. Supplementary Table S1 present the raw data of protein species in three replicates. Supplementary Table S2 present the raw data for the distribution of peptides and protein sequences with coverage. Supplementary Table S3 present the raw data for the distribution of protein mass and peptides with pI value.
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Value of the Data This data extends iTRAQ method for wheat panials from two near-isogenic lines for the first time.
The data contributed to the distribution of proteins species involved in the FHB resistance for experts of wheat breeder.
The data provided information about reference protein species data for further genetic studies and could be useful for comparative studies FHB resistance. 
